CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

A. Conclusion
Based on the explanation in chapter IV, the researcher can conclude
that students reading ability taught by using Index Card Match is higher than
those who taught by using Word Square Strategies. And then, there is
significant difference of reading ability between students being taught by
using Index Card Match and Word Square strategies of the second year
students Darel Hikmah Boarding School Pekanbaru because 0.002 < 0.05.
This strategy gives difference of reading ability taught by using Index Card
Match and Word Square Strategies of the second year students Darel Hikmah
Boarding Shool Pekanbaru, because it is also supported by some factors such
as intelligence, course, motivation, and attitude.
In conclusion, teaching English by implementing Index Card Match
strategy of the second year students Darel Hikmah Boarding School
Pekanbaru is successful in improving students’ reading ability.

B. Suggestion
Considering the difference on reading ability taught by using Index
Card Match and Word Square strategies, the writer would like to give some
suggestion as follows:
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1. Suggestion for the School
a. It is recommended to the school to do evaluation for students’
difficulties based on the result of teaching and learning process.
b. It is hoped for the school to establish an English club in order to
expand the students’ knowledge in English.
c. It is hoped for the school to facilitate the students in joining English
festival or English competition in order to strengthen the students’
motivation in learning English.
2. Suggestion for the English teacher
a. It is recommended for the teacher to use Index Card Match strategy in
teaching and learning process as an alternative strategy for teaching
reading.
b. It is hoped to the teacher to teach reading from the easiest to the most
difficult one.
c. The teacher should build a favorable atmosphere at times of teaching
learning process conducted, because the conductive condition in
teaching would become one asset to reach the success of material
taught.
3. Suggestion for Next Researcher
a. Next researcher can give contribution in conducting the research
especially about reading ability.
b. This research is one of the ways in improving students’ reading ability.
It is expected that the findings will be used as starting points to
conduct another research. There are many other strategies to make
teaching and learning process more effective.

